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Abstract- Gradually more and more organizations are opting for outsourcing data to remote cloud service providers (CSPs).
clients can rent the CSPs storage infrastructure to store and get back almost infinite amount of data by paying amount per month.
On behalf of an improved level of scalability, availability, and durability, some clients may want their data to be virtual on multiple
servers across multiple data centers. The more copies the CSP is asked to store, the more amount the clients are charged. As a
result, clients need to have a strong assurance that the CSP is storing all data copies that are decided upon in the service
contract, and all these copies are reliable with the most recent modifications issued by the clients. Map-based provable multicopy
dynamic data possession (MB-PMDDP) method is being proposed in this paper and consists of the following features: 1) it
affords an proof to the clients that the CSP is not corrupt by storing less copies; 2) it supports outsourcing of dynamic data, i.e., it
supports block-level functions, such as block alteration, addition, deletion, and append; and 3) it permits official users to
effortlessly access the file copies stored by the CSP. In addition, we discuss the security against colluding servers, and discuss
how to recognize corrupted copies by a little revising the projected scheme.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
Outsourcing data to a remote cloud service provider
(CSP) permits society to store additional data on the
CSP than on private computer systems. Such
Out
sourcing of data storage allows society to focus on
improvement and relieves the load of constant server
updates and other computing matter. On one occasion
the data has been outsourced to a remote CSP which
may not be dependable, the data owners drop the
direct control over their confidential data. This need of
control raises new difficult and demanding tasks
connected to data confidentiality and integrity
protection in cloud computing. The confidentiality
issue can be feeling by encrypting confidential data
before outsourcing to remote servers. As such, it is a
vital demand of customers to have strong proofs that
the cloud servers still have their data and it is not
being corrupt with or partially deleted over time. As a
result, many researchers have payed attention on the
problem of provable data possession (PDP) and
proposed different systems to review the data stored
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on remote servers.
PDP is a method for authenticating data integrity over
remote servers. In a typical PDP model, the data owners
produce some metadata for a data file to be used later
for verification purposes through a challenge-response
protocol with the remote/cloud server. The owner sends
the file to be stored on a remote server which may be
untrusted, and erases the local copy of the file. One of
the core design ethics of outsourcing data is to provide
dynamic behavior of data for a variety of applications.
This means that the slightly stored data can be not only
accessed by the authorized users, but also efficient and
scaled Examples of PDP constructions that deal with
dynamic data [10]-[14]. The final are how-ever for a single
copy of the data file. PDP method has been obtainable
for multiple copies of static data [15]–[17]. PDP system
directly deals with multiple copies of dynamic data. When
proving multiple data copies, generally system integrity
check fails if there is one or more corrupted copies were
present. To deal with this issue and recognize which
copies have been corrupted, a slight modification has
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been applied to the proposed scheme.

2. RELATED WORK:
OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
Our contributions can be review as follows:
i) We propose a map-based provable multi-copy
dynamic data possession (MB-PMDDP) method. This
method provides an sufficient guarantee that the CSP
stores all copies that are agreed upon in the service
contract. Additionally, the method supports
outsourcing of dynamic data, i.e., it supports blocklevel functions such as block alteration, insertion,
removal, and append. The certified users, who have
the right to access the owner’s file, can effortlessly
access the copies received from the CSP.
ii)A thorough comparison of MB-PMDDP with a
reference scheme, which one can obtain by expanding
existing PDP models for dynamic single-copy data.
iii)We show the security of our system against
colluding servers, and talk about a slight alteration of
the proposed scheme to identify corrupted copies.
comment 1: Proof of retrievability (POR) is a balancing
approach to PDP, and is stronger than PDP in the
sense that the verifier can rebuild the entire file from
answers that are consistently transmitted from the
server. This is due to encoding of the data file, for
example using erasure codes, before outsourcing to
remote servers. A range of POR systems can be found
in the journalism, for example [18]–[23], which focuses
on static data . In this work, we do not instruct the data
to be outsourced for the following reasons. Primarily,
we are dealing with dynamic data, and therefore if the
data file is encoded before outsourcing, modifying a
portion of the file needs re-encoding the data file
which may not be suitable in practical applications
due to high calculation transparency. Secondly, we are
allowing for economically-motivated CSPs that may
challenge to use less storage than essential by the
service agreement through deletion of a few copies of
the file. The CSPs have approximately no economic
benefit by removing only a small portion of a copy of
the file. Thirdly, and more significantly, unlike
removal codes, duplicating data files transversely
multiple servers attains scalability which is a basic
client constraint in CC systems. A file that is
duplicated and stored deliberately on multiple servers
– situated at various geographic locations – can help
decrease access time and communication cost for
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users. In addition, a server’s copy can be rebuilt even
from a whole damage using duplicated copies on other
servers.

CSP

Data owner

Encrypted copies

Decryption key

Authorized users

Figure: 1 System Architecture
A. System Components
The cloud computing storage model measured in this
work includes three main components as illustrated in
Fig. 1:
(i) A data owner that can be an organization initially
possessing confidential data to be stored in the cloud.
(ii) A CSP who handles cloud servers (CSs) and offers
paid storage space on its infrastructure to store the
owner’s files.
(iii) Authorized users — a set of owner’s clients who
have the right to access the remote data.
The storage model used in this work can be assumed by
much practical requests. For example, e-Health
applications can be predicted by this model where the
patients’ database that includes large and confidential
information can be stored on the cloud servers. In these
types of applications, the e-Health organization can be
measured as the data owner, and the physicians as the
approved users who have the right to access the
patients’ medical history. Many other practical
applications like financial, scientific, and educational
applications can be observed in similar settings.
B. Outsourcing, Updating, and Accessing
The data owner has a file F consisting of m blocks and
the CSP offers to store n copies
{ F1,F2, ………..,Fn} of the
Owner’s file on different servers — to prevent
simultaneous failure of all copies — in exchange of prespecified fees in the form of GB/month. The number of
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copies depends on the nature of data; more copies are
desired for critical data that cannot easily be
replicated, and to attain a higher level of scalability.
This critical data be supposed to be replicated on
multiple servers across multiple data centers. On the
other hand, non-critical, reproducible data are stored
at compact levels of redundancy. The CSP cost model
is linked to the number of data copies.
For data privacy, the owner encrypts their data before
outsourcing to CSP. After outsourcing all n copies of
the file, the owner may work together with the CSP to
carry out block-level functions on all copies. These
functions contains alter, insert, append, and remove
specific blocks of the outsourced data copies.
An authorized user of the outsourced data throws a
data-access request to the CSP and accepts a file copy
in an encrypted form that can be decrypted using a
secret key shared with the owner. According to the
load balancing device used by the CSP to arrange the
work of the servers, the data-access demand is
directed to the server with the lowest jamming, and as
a result the user is not conscious of which copy has
been received.
We imagine that the communication between the
owner and the official users to authenticate their
identities and share the secret key has previously been
completed.
C. Threat Model
The integrity of customers’ data in the cloud may be
at danger due to the following reasons. Firstly, the CSP
— whose goal is probable to make a profit and sustain
a reputation — has an reason to hide data loss (due to
hardware failure, management errors, various attacks)
or get back storage by removing data that has not been
or is rarely accessed. Secondly, a dishonest CSP may
store less copies than what has been decided upon in
the service contact with the data owner, and try to
induce the owner that all copies are correctly stored
intact. Thirdly, to save the computational resources,
the CSP may totally pay no attention to the dataupdate requests concerned by the owner, or not
execute them on all copies leading to inconsistency
between the file copies. The objective of the proposed
scheme is to identify (with high probability) the CSP
misconduct by validating the number and integrity of
file copies.
2.1 MB-PMDDP SCHEME
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A. Overview and Rationale
produce unique differentiable copies of the data file is
the core to design a provable multi-copy data possession
scheme. Identical copies enable the CSP to simply
deceive the owner by storing only one copy and
pretending that it stores multiple copies. Using a simple
yet efficient way, the proposed scheme generates distinct
copies utilizing the diffusion property of any secure
encryption scheme. The diffusion property ensures that
the output bits of the ciphertext depend on the input bits
of the plaintext in a very complex way, i.e., there will be
an unpredictable complete change in the ciphertext, if
there is a single bit change in the plaintext [24]. The
interaction between the authorized users and the CSP is
considered through this methodology of generating
distinct copies, where the former can decrypt/access a
file copy received from the CSP. In the proposed
scheme, the authorized users need only to keep a single
secret key (shared with the data owner) to decrypt the
file copy, and it is not necessarily to recognize the index
of the received copy.
In this work, we propose a MB-PMDDP scheme
allowing the data owner to update and scale the blocks
of file copies outsourced to cloud servers which may be
untrusted. Validat-ing such copies of dynamic data
requires the knowledge of the block versions to ensure
that the data blocks in all copies are consistent with the
most recent modifications issued by the owner.
Furthermore, the verifier should be aware of the block
indices to guarantee that the CSP has inserted or added
the new blocks at the requested positions in all copies.
To this end, the proposed scheme is based on using a
small data structure (metadata), which we call a mapversion table.
B. Map-Version Table
The map-version table (MVT) is a small dynamic data
structure accumulates on the verifier side to authenticate
the reliability and uniformity of all file copies
outsourced to the CSP. The MVT consists of three
columns: serial number (SN ), block number (BN), and
block version (BV). The SN is an indexing to the file
blocks. It point out the physical position of a block in a
data file. The BN is a counter used to make a logical
numbering/indexing to the file blocks. Therefore, the
relation between BN and SN can be observed as a
mapping between the logical number BN and the
physical position SN. The BV specifies the current
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version of file blocks. When a data file is originally
created the BV of each block is 1. If a specific block is
being updated, its BV is incremented by 1.
comment 2: It is significant to note that the verifier
remain only one table for infinite number of file
copies, i.e., the storage condition on the verifier side
does not depend on the number of file copies on cloud
servers. For n copies of a data file of size | G|, the
storage condition on the CSP side is O(n| G|), while
the verifier’s overhead is O(m) for all file copies (m is
the number of file blocks).
comment 3: The MVT is applied as a linked list to make
simpler the insertion deletion of table entries. For
actual achievement, the SN is not needed to be stored
in the table; SN is considered to be the entry/table
index, i.e., each table entry contains just two integers
BN and BV (8 bytes). As a result, the total table size is
8m bytes for all file copies. We additionally note that
even if the table size is linear to the file size, in practice
the previous would be smaller by several orders of
magnitude. For instance, outsourcing infinite number
of file copies of a 1GB-file with 16KB block size
requires a verifier to keep MVT of only 512KB (< 0.05%
of the file size).
2.2 Notations
G is a data file to be outsourced, and is composed
of a sequence of m blocks, i.e.,
G = {c1, c2, . . . , cm }.
πkey (·) is a pseudo-random permutation (PRP):
key × {0, 1}log2(m) → {0, 1}log2(m) .1
− ψkey (·) is a pseudo-random function (PRF): key ×
{0, 1}∗ → Z q ( q is a large prime).
− Bilinear Map/Pairing: Let H1, H2, and HT be cyclic
groups of prime order p. Let g1 and g2 be
generators of H1 and H2, respectively. A bilinear
pairing is a map eˆ : H1 × H2 → HT with the
properties [25]:
1) Bilinear: eˆ(ua , v b ) = eˆ(u, v )ab ∀ u € H1, v € H2, and a,
b €Z p
2)Non-Degenerate: eˆ(g1, g2) = 1
3)Computable: there exists an efficient algorithm for
computing eˆ
− H(·) is a map-to-point hash function :
{0, 1}*→ G1.
−
EK is an encryption algorithm with strong diffusion
property, e.g., AES.
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Dynamic functionality on the Data Copies: The dynamic
functions are carry out at the block level via a request in
the general form I DF , BlockOp, j, {bi*}1≤i≤n , σ j* _, where I
DF is the file identifier and BlockOp corresponds to block
modification (denoted by BM), block insertion(BI),or
block deletion (BD). The parameter j indicates the index
of the block to be updated
{bi*}1<=i<=n are the new block values of all copies
and σ j∗ blocks
comment 4: To prevent the CSP from corrupt and using less
storage, the modified or inserted blocks for the outsourced
copies cannot be alike. To this end, the proposed scheme left
the control of make such distinct blocks in the owner hand.
This demonstrates the linear relation between the work done
by the owner throughout dynamic operations and the number
of copies. The planned scheme imagines that the CSP stores
the outsourced copies on different servers to let alone
concurrent failure and attain a higher level of availability.
Consequently, even if the CSP is truthful to perform part of
the holder work, this is improbable to considerably decrease
the communication overhead since the separate blocks are
sent to dissimilar servers for updating the copies.
join: Block join operation is nothing but adding a new block at
the end of the outsourced data. It can just be implemented
through insert operation after the last block of the data file.

3. IMPLEMENTATION
Our implementation of the presented schemes
consists of three modules: OModule (owner module),
CModule (CSP module), and VModule (verifier
module). OModule, which runs on the owner side, is a
library that includes KeyGen,CopyGen,TagGen,algorithms. CModule is a library that runs on Amazon EC2
and includes ExecuteUpdate and Prove algorithms.
VModule is a library to be run at the verifier side and
includes the Verify algorithm.
In the experiments, we do not believe the system preprocessing time to arrange the different file copies and
produce the tags set. This pre-processing is complete
only once during the life time of the scheme which may
be for tens of years. Furthermore, in the implementation
we do not think the time to access the file blocks, as the
state-of-the-art hard drive
Deletion: When one block is deleted all following blocks
is motivated one step forward. To delete a specific data
block at position j from all copies, the owner deletes the
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entry at position j from the MVT and sends a delete
request I DF , BD, j, null, null_ to the CSP.Technology
permits as much as 1MB to be read in just few
nanoseconds [5]. Therefore, the total access time is
improbable to have substantial impact on the overall
system performance. We utilize the Barreto-Naehrig
(BN) [33] curve defined over prime field G F( p) with |
p| = 256 bits and embedding degree = 12 nanoseconds
[5]. Hence, the total access time is unlikely to have
considerable force on the overall system presentation.
In addition, it enables clients to specify geographic
locations for storing their data.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING
REMARKS
Outsourcing data to remote servers has turn into a
growing trend for many organizations to ease the
burden of local data storage and protection. In this
work we have considered the difficulty of creating
multiple copies of dynamic data file and confirm those
copies stored on untrusted cloud servers.We have
proposed a new PDP scheme (referred to as MBPMDDP), which supports outsourcing of multi-copy
dynamic data, where the data owner is skilled of not
only archiving and accessing the data copies stored by
the CSP, but also updating and scaling these copies on
the remote servers. The proposed scheme is the first to
address multiple copies of dynamic data. The
communication between the authorized users and the
CSP is measured in our system, where the authorized
users can effortlessly access a data copy received from
the CSP using a single secret key shared with the data
owner. Furthermore, the proposed scheme supports
public verifiability, allows arbitrary number of
auditing, and allows possession-free verification
where the verifier has the capability to verify the data
integrity even though they neither possesses nor
retrieves the file blocks from the server.
From side to side performance analysis and
experimental results, we have established that the
proposed MB-PMDDP scheme outperforms the TBPMDDP come near derived from a class of dynamic
single-copy PDP models. The TB-PMDDP leads to
high storage transparency on the remote servers and
high computations on both the CSP and the verifier
sides. The MB-PMDDP scheme considerably decreases
the computation time during the challenge-response
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stage which makes it more practical for request where a
large number of verifiers are connected to the CSP
causing a huge computation overhead on the servers.
A slight alteration can be done on the proposed
scheme to hold up the feature of recognizing the indices
of corrupted copies. The corrupted data copy can be
rebuild even from a complete damage using duplicated
copies on other servers. Through algorithms, we have
shown that the proposed system is probably safe.
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